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Samsung Extends Deadline for Teachers to Apply for $2 Million
Solve for Tomorrow Contest
Teachers have two weeks left to apply to win technology and classroom supplies using STEM learning to
address local issues in a sustainable way
RIDGEFIELD PARK, N.J. – November 1, 2021 – There are two weeks left for teachers across the
country to enter the 12th annual $2 million* Samsung Solve for Tomorrow Contest, which challenges 6-12
grade classrooms to use STEM education (science, technology, engineering, and math) to tackle local
issues of national importance in a sustainable way. The deadline to submit has been extended to 11:59
p.m. ET on November 15, 2021, giving teachers additional time to apply for this year’s program.
Public school teachers from all 50 states and the District of Columbia can submit their activity plans that
enable students to inspire real-world change to address critical issues such as mental health and social
justice in their communities using problem-based learning. The application form requires teachers to
outline their local challenge, as well as how students will use STEM to create a solution to address the
problem.
For the first time, Samsung has partnered with the North American Association for Environmental
Education (NAAEE) for the Solve for Tomorrow Contest, furthering Samsung’s commitment to
sustainability. Eligible for the inaugural Environmental Sustainability Winner award, this year’s applicants
are encouraged to use responsibly sourced materials in their prototypes and align their project ideas with
the United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The judging rubric for this year’s contest will
also include a component that will evaluate factors such as how to sustain the project idea over time.
“We’re proud to partner with Samsung Solve for Tomorrow to encourage the next generation of
changemakers to tackle the most critical environmental and social issues affecting their generation,” said
Judy Braus, the Executive Director of NAAEE. “It is the grit, creativity, and passion of our young people
that give us hope for a brighter future, and we look forward to seeing this year’s ideas and solutions.”
Solve for Tomorrow will award $2 million in technology and supplies to schools as they advance
throughout the contest, all redeemable through DonorsChoose.org. As part of the strive for sustainability,
Samsung will encourage schools to select Samsung Energy Star products as part of their prize packages.
Once lesson plans are submitted, the contest will proceed with the following phases:
• 100 State Winners from the pool of applicants will be awarded $6,500 in Samsung technology
and supplies as well as a video kit to assist them with the next phase of their project.
o Of the 100 State Winners, one school will be chosen as the Environmental
Sustainability Winner by a board of judges from the North American Association for
Environmental Education (NAAEE) to win an additional $10,000 prize package of
environmental classroom technology to help bring their project idea to life.
• From there, 10 National Finalist Schools will be selected to participate in the pitch event where
they will present their project to a panel of judges. For achieving National Finalist status, seven of
these schools will be awarded $50,000 in technology and supplies while the remaining three will
be named National Grand Prize Winners.
o Public voting will also determine one Community Choice Winner, who will be eligible to
win an additional $10,000 in Samsung technology. Samsung employee votes will also
determine one Employee Choice Winner to win an additional $10,000.
• Of the top ten schools, three National Grand Prize Winner schools will be awarded the grand
prize of $100,000 in classroom technology and supplies for their achievement.
As part of Samsung’s guiding vision of ‘Together for Tomorrow! Enabling People’, Solve for Tomorrow

was created in 2010 to encourage innovative thinking, creative problem-solving and teamwork to address
the most pressing issues impacting society. Today, the competition fosters critical thinking and creative
problem solving, anchored in problem-based learning. For the past decade, Samsung has awarded $120
million in technology and classroom materials to more than 2,500 public schools in the United States.
To enter the contest, and for official contest rules, please visit samsung.com/solve. The deadline to
submit is 11:59 p.m. ET on November 15, 2021.
*$2 million prize is based on an estimated retail value.
**Not open to the general public: No purchase necessary to enter or win. Open to employees at eligible schools in the fifty (50)
United States/DC twenty one (21) years of age or older. To enter/official rules: visit www.Samsung.com/Solve to complete the
application form.
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Headquartered in Ridgefield Park, N.J., Samsung Electronics America, Inc. (SEA) is a leader in mobile
technologies, consumer electronics, home appliances and enterprise solutions. The company pushes
beyond the limits of today’s technology to provide groundbreaking connected experiences across its large
portfolio of products and services, including mobile devices, home appliances, home entertainment, 5G
networks, and digital displays. As EPA’s ENERGY STAR® Corporate Commitment Partner, SEA is
dedicated to making a positive impact on the environment through its eco-conscious products, practices
and operations. To learn more and to get involved, visit Samsung.com. For the latest news, visit
news.samsung.com/us and follow @SamsungNewsUS. SEA is a wholly owned subsidiary of Samsung
Electronics Co., Ltd
About Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
Samsung inspires the world and shapes the future with transformative ideas and technologies. The
company is redefining the worlds of TVs, smartphones, wearable devices, tablets, digital appliances,
network systems, and memory, system LSI and LED solutions. For the latest news, please visit the
Samsung Newsroom at http://news.samsung.com.
About NAAEE
For five decades, the North American Association for Environmental Education (NAAEE) has served as
the professional association, champion, and backbone organization for the field of environmental
education (EE), working with EE professionals across United States, Canada, and Mexico, as well as
globally, to advance environmental literacy and civic engagement to create a more equitable and
sustainable future. For more information on NAAEE, visit https://naaee.org.
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